Visualize the Evolution of Supreme Court Doctrine using SCOTUS Mapper
Doctrinal Origins of the Majority Opinion in U.S. v. Windsor
View Existing Maps or Create Your Own

Select any two Supreme Court cases and see what citation network connects them. It will be saved to your user profile and can be edited and shared.
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Citation Network
Choose Two Cases to See The Path Between Them

Create a New Citation Network

Select any two Supreme Court cases and see what citation network connects them. Once created, your network will be saved to your user profile and can be edited and shared.

First Case
Enter all or part of a case name to anchor the beginning or end of your network. Cases will be automatically suggested with the most relevant cases listed first. For example, try typing "Miranda", "Citizens United", or "Obergefell".

Second Case
Enter all or part of a case name to connect to your first case. This search works exactly like the First Case search above. Once selected, we will make a network between these cases.

How to Use This Tool
To create a network of cases, you must select the leftmost and rightmost cases that interest you. For example, if you are studying fourth amendment issues, you might select an early case and a recent case, producing a network of all the important cases in between.

Based on the first case you select, you can decide if you want to select the next case based on those that cite your first one, those that your first one cites, or by searching the complete collection.

More information is on the visualization homepage, on the Free Law Project blog, or on a related Libguides Law Library Page.